We understand these are times of uncertainty due to COVID-19, however, we strongly encourage diverse suppliers to apply for the CVS Health & Roger Williams University Executive Learning Series Program as CVS Health will continue to closely monitor the progression of COVID-19. With new updates and information being released daily, in the event we are unable to host the kick-off session onsite in Providence, Rhode Island, our team has developed contingency plans and is considering alternative hosting options including but not limited to virtual engagements.

CVS Health announces the 6th Annual Executive Learning Series for Diverse Suppliers. Together, we can achieve and sustain breakthrough innovation to reinvent the diversity marketplace. Supplier diversity is critical to our mission at CVS Health, where Health is Everything.

We rely on our suppliers to collaborate with our more than 250,000 colleagues across all 50 states, Puerto Rico and Brazil to solve cost, quality, and access issues in the evolving health care landscape.

2020 CVS Health Executive Learning Series Application

This is your chance to learn, grow, and develop your business!

You could be one of 15 applicants selected to participate in the sixth Annual Executive Learning Series for Diverse Suppliers, developed in partnership with CVS Health and the Center for Workforce & Professional Development at the Roger Williams University College. This year’s program will consist of a combination of in-person classes, executive coaching, and online learning.

The series delivers:

1. An intensive curriculum designed to expand your capacity, skill level and growth potential in critical areas.
2. Practical experience, including an opportunity to respond to a mock Request for Proposal.
3. Support for introductions and relationship building with CVS Health procurement professionals as well as CVS Health business owners.
4. The opportunity to join peers in a mutually supportive and lasting network.

For more information on the program, click here!

Important Dates

April 24th, 2020 – Application deadline

Week of May 18th, 2020 – Selected ELS participants notified by CVS Health and RWUC

June 11th – Executive Learning Series Kick-Off